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PORTRONICS FREEDOM FOLD 15W DESKTOP WIRELESS
CHARGER
3-in-1 wireless charger

Convenient 3-in-1 Wireless Charger: Charge 3
devices (smartphone, watch, & earbuds)
simultaneously with Portronics Freedom Fold 3, a
Qi-enabled wireless charger. This 3-in-1 space-
saving charging device makes your nightstand
clutter-free.

Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹1,999.00 Original price was: ₹1,999.00.₹
805.00Current price is: ₹805.00. ₹949.90 : Price incl. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Electronic Products, Mobile Tabletop
Holder

Product Description

PORTRONICS FREEDOM FOLD 15W DESKTOP WIRELESS CHARGER
3-in-1 wireless charger

Convenient 3-in-1 Wireless Charger: Charge 3 devices (smartphone, watch, &
earbuds) simultaneously with Portronics Freedom Fold 3, a Qi-enabled wireless charger.
This 3-in-1 space-saving charging device makes your nightstand clutter-free.
15-Watt Output: Freedom Fold 3 is fast and efficient with a powerful 15-watt wireless
output. It is also downward compatible with 12W, 10W, 7.5W, 5W, and 2.5W for your
various device needs.
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MagSafe Devices Compatibility: This wireless charger is compatible with iOS devices-
iPhones 12 and above (iPhone 15/15 Pro/15 Pro Max/15 Plus/14/13/12), Apple Watch, and
AirPods. It can charge iPhone 14 up to 40% in 1 hour.
Versatile Phone Stand: This foldable wireless charger doubles as a convenient phone
stand, place your phone against the surface and enjoy your videos, movies, shows, and
more, hands-free while your phone is getting charged.
Premium Leather Build: Our charging stand is made from high-quality PU leather, giving
it a premium look and lasting durability. Plus, its non-slip design keeps your phone safe
during charging.
Ultra-Portable Design: Weighing just 200 grams and featuring a foldable structure, this
wireless charger is compact and lightweight, making it effortless to carry in your bag or
pocket. Take it anywhere you go.
Type C Cable: A 1m Type C cable is included, which is to be plugged into the stand, to
charge your devices. Use it with a Fast charger for optimal performance. Enjoy flexible
charging whether the stand is folded or expanded.
Multi-Layer Protection: With advanced chip multi-layer protection, this wireless charger
keeps your devices safe. It protects against- Circuit Identification, Overload, Overcurrent,
Short Circuit, and Overvoltage.
Warranty - 12 Months (1 Year)

Click Here : Brand ALECT is a renowned bag manufacturer that offers a wide range of
customized bags, including backpacks, laptop bags, gym bags, duffel bags, and more. Their
products are crafted with utmost care and precision to ensure superior quality and customer
satisfaction.
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